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high one: there is little consistent thinking or grasp of principle; a few speeches read like the wanderings of a disordered mind. Behind all is the assumption, far more irritating than the Divine Right of Kings, that God is always on Cromwell's side, and on the side of whatever party Cromwell happens to be supporting. Victory is a proof of it; whether over Royalist or Dutchman or Spaniard; a nasty little defeat in the West Indies is no disproof. There is no arguing with such a mind, except by steel and lead; and when steel and lead are in play, this man had a trick of winning the argument. The secret of his greatness is not yet apparent.
It will always remain hidden from those who think too precisely. It does not lie in intellect: intellectually Cromwell is below Strafford and even Buckingham. It lies in instinct and energy, and in that English quality for which we have coined the untranslatable phrase of Common Sense. His brain could not follow the arguments of trained lawyers, and, from mere impatience, he said that English law was a " godless jumble "; but he was obviously right. And when instinct prompted him to say that it was wicked to hang a man for stealing six-and-eightpence, it is useless for a lawyer to put in a demurrer or cite a precedent.
A man cannot be the first soldier of his day without some great qualities. If he applies them to politics, he may be unscrupulous and do much incidental harm, but something of enduring importance is likely to result. Cromwell made two contributions to the Puritan cause, beside making all the difference between its success and failure in the field of battle. He could not make it tolerant, but he checked and modified its intolerance. He saved England from the rigid Presbyterians, and gave freedom to everything except the Mass and the Book of Common Prayer. Secondly, he had something of Stratford's hatred of " particular interests " and Straflford's, love of good government. He rescued his party from the

